Publication Order
Redwall (1986)
As the inhabitants of Redwall
Abbey bask in the glorious
Summer of the Late Rose, all is
quiet and peaceful. But things are
not as they seem. Cluny the
Scourge--the evil one-eyed rat
warlord, is preparing to fight a
bloody battle for the ownership of
Redwall.

Mossflower (1988)
The clever and greedy wildcat Tsarmina rules all
Mossflower Woods with an iron paw. Brave mouse
Martin, quick-talking mouse thief Gonff, and Kinny
the mole resolve to end her tyrannical rule, setting off
for Salamandastron, where they believe their only
hope, Boar the Fighter, still lives.

Mattimeo (1989)
Mattimeo, the son of the warrior mouse Matthias,
learns to take up the sword and joins the other animal
inhabitants of Redwall Abbey in resisting Slagar the
fox and his band of marauders.

Mariel of Redwall (1991)
When the mouse-ship carrying Joseph the Bellmaker
and his daughter Mariel runs afoul of a pirate rat king,
they are mercilessly tossed overboard. Washed ashore
and certain that her father is dead, Mariel vows
revenge.

Salamandastron (1992)
Salamandastron lies besieged by
the evil weasel army of Ferhago
the Assassin. Worse still, Mara,
beloved daughter of Urthstripe,
the Badger Lord, is in terrible
danger. A lightning bolt uncovers
the sword of Martin the Warrior,
and young Samkin embarks on
the adventure.

Martin the Warrior
(1993)
Captured and enslaved by the corsair stoat Badrang,

young mouse warrior Martin
vows to end the evil beast's
plundering and killing.

The Bellmaker (1994)
More than four seasons have
passed since Mariel the
Warriormouse and the rogue
mouse, Dandin, set off from
Redwall in search of adventure,
and Joseph the Bellmaker is
worried. Where is his beloved
daughter? Can he find his
daughter before the dreaded Foxwolf, Urgan Nagru,
plunders the kingdom of Southsward?

Outcast of Redwall (1995)
When ferret Swartt Sixclaw and his badger arch enemy
Sunflash the Mace swear a pledge of death upon each
other, a young creature is cruelly banished from the
safety of Redwall. As he grows, he seeks revenge on the
people of Redwall and finds himself embroiled in a
hostile battle with far-reaching
consequences.

The Pearls of Lutra (1996)
Emperor Ubla, better known as
Mad Eyes, sends his lizard army on
a mission to capture Redwall.
Meanwhile the inhabitants of
Redwall are on a mission of their
own: to solve the riddles that will
lead them to Pearls of Lutra. As
they get closer to solving to riddles,
the lizards get closer to Redwall and a battle to the death
begins.

The Long Patrol (1997)
TamelloDe Fformelo Tussock wants more than anything
to join the Long Patrol, those staunch and stalwart hare
warriors. But Tammo, as he is called, is too young and
inexperienced. Or is he?

Marlfox (1998)
Marlfoxes aprowl in Mossflower Woods reach Redwall
Abbey and make off with one of its most cherished
treasures--the tapestry of Martin the Warrior. Four
young warriors band together to save Redwall.

The Legend of Luke (1999)
Addressing some of the mysteries behind the Abbey's
early years, this book tells the tale of two quests: that
of a son, Martin the Warrior, to find his father and that
of a father to avenge the murder
of his beloved wife. Brian
Jacques' skillful narrative is told
in three parts, interweaving the
stories of father and son.

Lord Brocktree (2000)
Dotti, a brazen young haremaid,
and the badger Lord Brocktree, a
fearsome warrior embark on a
perilous journey. These most
unlikely of companions search
for Salamadastron which is under siege by the vicious
wildcat Ungatt Trunn and his infamous Blue Hordes.

The Taggerung (2001)
A young otter, kidnapped in his infancy and raised as
a warrior-thief by a band of
vermin, leaves the tribe and goes
off to seek adventures of his own.

Triss (2002)
All her life, Triss the
squirrelmaid has been enslaved to
the evil ferret King Agarnu and
his daughter, Princess Kurda. But
with the help of her fellow slaves,
Shogg the otter and Welfo the
hedgehog, Triss plans and executes a daring escape by
sea. During her flight she comes upon Redwall and
takes up the famous sword of Martin.

Loamhedge (2003)
Young hare-maid Martha Braebuck, wheelchairbound since birth, wonders about
a mysterious old poem relating to
the ancient abbey of Loamhedge-and whether it may hold the key
to her cure.

Rakkety Tam (2004)
There has never been a Redwall
hero quite like Rakkety Tam, the
roguish Highlander squirrel on a
mercenary errand; nor has there

been a villain quite like Gulo the Savage, a vicious beast
-eating wolverine in search of a relic called the Walking
Stone.

High Rhulain (2005)
Following a dream, the young ottermaid Tiria travels
from Redwall to the Green Isle, where otters have long
been enslaved by feral cats but
fight back as they await the High
Rhulain, a savior whose coming
was foretold.

Eulalia (2007)
A new Badger Lord must be found
to reign over Salamandastron.
Mad Maudie, a feisty haremaid of
the Long Patrol, is just the one to
track him down. Meanwhile, the
unsuspecting future Badger Lord
has been captured by Sea Raiders led by the infamous
fox, Vizka Longtooth, who is intent on conquering
Redwall Abbey. It is up to our young hero to defend the
Abbey so that he may fulfill his
destiny.

Doomwyte (2008)
Both the Doomwytes, sinister
ravens led by the deadly Korvus
Skurr and the Redwallers, led by
the young mouse Bisky search for
a fabled treasure, hidden long ago.
With the help of their woodland
friends, the Redwallers battle some
of their most vicious enemies yet
in an exhilarating, terrifying treasure hunt.

The Sable Quean (2010)
The courageous Redwall creatures band together as
Vilaya, the evil Sable Quean, and her horde of vermin
attempt to make off with the young animals of the
Abbey.

Chronological Order of Events
Lord Brocktree
(The Legend of Luke - Book 2 substory)
Martin the Warrior
Mossflower
The Legend of Luke
Outcast of Redwall
Mariel of Redwall
The Bellmaker
Salamandastron
Redwall
Mattimeo
The Pearls of Lutra
The Long Patrol
Marlfox
The Taggerung
Triss
Loamhedge
Rakkety Tam
High Rhulain
Eulalia!
Doomwyte
The Sable Queen
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This series can be read in two
different orders: chronologically or publication order.
Most recommend reading
them in the order they were
published.

